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Terminology
y Nominal size: Size of a part specified in the drawing
y Basic size: Size of a part to which all limits of

variation (i.e. tolerances) are applied.

Limit,
Limit Tolerance & Fits

y Actual size: Actual measured dimension of the part.

The difference between the basic size and the actual
size should not exceed a certain limit, otherwise it will
interfere with the interchangeability of the mating
parts.

By S K Mondal

Terminology

Contd....

y Limits of sizes: There are two extreme permissible

sizes for a dimension of the part. The largest
permissible size for a dimension is called upper or high
or maximum limit, whereas the smallest size is known
as lower or minimum limit.
y Allowance:

Minimum

clearance

or

maximum

interference. It is the intentional difference between
the basic dimensions of the mating parts. The
allowance may be positive or negative.

Terminology

Terminology

Contd....

Contd....

Unilateral Limits occurs when both maximum limit and
minimum limit are either above or below the basic size.

y Tolerance
¾The difference between the upper limit and lower

e.g. Ø25 +0.18

+0.10

limit.
¾It is the maximum permissible variation in a

dimension.

Basic Size = 25.00 mm
Upper Limit = 25.18 mm
Lower Limit = 25.10 mm
Tolerance = 0.08 mm
e.g. Ø25 -0.10

¾The tolerance may be unilateral or bilateral.

-0.20

Basic Size = 25.00 mm
Upper Limit = 24.90 mm
Lower Limit = 24.80 mm
Tolerance = 0.10 mm
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Terminology

Terminology

Contd....

For Unilateral Limits, a case may occur when one of the
limits coincides with the basic size,
e.g. Ø25

+0.20
0

, Ø25

0

Contd....

y Zero line: A straight line corresponding to the basic

size. The deviations are measured from this line.
y Deviation: Is the algebraic difference between a size

‐0.10

(actual, max. etc.) and the corresponding basic size.
Bilateral Limits occur when the maximum limit is above
and the minimum limit is below the basic size.

an actual size and the corresponding basic size.

e.g. Ø25 ±0.04
Basic Size = 25.00 mm
Upper Limit = 25.04 mm
Lower Limit = 24.96 mm
Tolerance = 0.08 mm

Terminology

y Actual deviation: Is the algebraic difference between

y Upper deviation: Is the algebraic difference between

the maximum size and the basic size.

Contd....

Fit

y Lower deviation: Is the algebraic difference between

Fits: (assembly condition between “Hole” & “Shaft”)

the minimum size and the basic size.
y Mean deviation: Is the arithmetical mean of upper

and
d lower
l
deviations.
d

Hole – A feature engulfing a component
Shaft – A feature being
g engulfed
g
byy a
component

y Fundamental deviation: This is the deviation, either

the upper or the lower deviation, which is nearest one
to zero line for either a hole or shaft.

Transition Fits

Clearance Fits
Hole

Max C

Hole
Max C

Min C

Tolerance zones never meet

Tolerance zones always
overlap

Shaft
Max I

Shaft

Max. C = UL of hole - LL of shaft
Max. I = LL of hole - UL of shaft

Max. C = UL of hole - LL of shaft
Min. C = LL of hole - UL of shaft

The clearance fits may be slide fit, easy sliding fit, running
fit, slack running fit and loose running fit.

The transition fits may be force fit, tight fit and push fit.
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Interference Fits
Hole
Max I

Shaft

Tolerance zones never meet
but crosses each other

Tolerance Zone

µm

• It is defined graphically
by the magnitude of the
Tolerance Zone tolerance and by its
position in relation to the
zero line.

55

Min I

20

Basic Size

Max. I = LL of hole - UL of shaft
Min. I = UL of hole - LL of shaft

The interference fits may be shrink fit, heavy drive fit and
light drive fit.

5. Basis of Fits ‐ Hole Basis

Basis of Fits ‐ Shaft Basis

y In this system, the basic

•Here the hole size is varied to
produce the required class of fit with a
basic-size shaft.

diameter of the hole is constant
while the shaft size varies
according to the type of fit.
I

T

C

Hole Basis Fits

Legends:
Hole
Shaft
Tolerance

C - Clearance
T - Transition
I - Interference

C

• This system leads to greater
economy of production, as a single
drill or reamer size can be used to
produce
d
a variety
i t off fits
fit by
b merely
l
altering the shaft limits.
• The shaft can be accurately
produced to size by turning and
grinding.
• Generally it is usual to recommend
hole-base fits, except where
temperature may have a
detrimental effect on large sizes.

y A series of drills and reamers is

T

I

Shaft Basis Fits

Legends:
Hole
Shaft
Tolerance

IS: Limits and Fits

C - Clearance
T - Transition
I - Interference

required for this system,
therefore it tends to be costly.
y It may, however, be necessary
to use it where different fits are
required
d along
l
a long
l
shaft.
h f For
example, in the case of driving
shafts where a single shaft may
have to accommodate to a
variety of accessories such as
couplings, bearings, collars,
etc., it is preferable to maintain
a constant diameter for the
permanent member, which is
the shaft, and vary the bore of
the accessories.

IS: Limits and Fits

y Limits and fits comprises 18 grades of fundamental

Contd...

y The standard tolerances for grades IT5 to IT16 are

determined in terms of standard tolerance unit (i) in
microns, where

tolerances
y There are 25 types of fundamental deviations.
y A unilateral hole basis system is recommended but if

where D is the size or geometric mean diameter in mm.

necessary a unilateral or bilateral shaft basis system
may also be used.
y The 18 tolerance grades are designated as IT01, IT0 and

IT1 to IT16. These are called standard tolerances.
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y For hole, H stands for a dimension whose lower

deviation refers to the basic size. The hole H for which
the lower deviation is zero is called a basic hole.
y Similarly, for shafts, h stands for a dimension whose
upper deviation refers to the basic size. The shaft h for
which the upper deviation is zero is called a basic
shaft.
y A fit is designated by its basic size followed by symbols
representing the limits of each of its two components,
the hole being quoted first.
y For example, 100 H6/g5 means basic size is 100 mm
and the tolerance grade for the hole is 6 and for the
shaft is 5.

IES‐2006 Conventional
Find the limit sizes, tolerances and allowances for a
100 mm diameter shaft and hole pair designated by
F8h10. Also specify the type of fit that the above pair
belongs to. Given: 100 mm diameter lies in the
diameter step range of 80
80‐120
120 mm. The fundamental
deviation for shaft designation ‘f’ is ‐5.5 D0.41
The values of standard tolerances for grades of IT 8
and IT 10 are 25i and 64i respectively.
Also, indicate the limits and tolerance on a diagram.
[15‐Marks]

Tolerance Sink
y A design engineer keeps one section of the part blank

(without tolerance) so that production engineer can
dump all the tolerances on that section which becomes
most inaccurate dimension of the part.
y Position of sink can be changing the reference point.
y Tolerance for the sink is the cumulative sum of all the

tolerances and only like minded tolerances can be added
i.e. either equally bilateral or equally unilateral.

Limit Gauges

GATE ‐ 2003

y Plug gauge: used to check the holes. The GO plug gauge is

the size of the low limit of the hole while the NOT GO plug
gauge corresponds to the high limit of the hole.
y Snap, Gap or Ring gauge: used for gauging the shaft and
male components. The Go snap gauge is of a size
corresponding
high
limit
di to the
h hi
h ((maximum)
i
) li
i off the
h shaft,
h f
while the NOT GO gauge corresponds to the low
(minimum limit).

Fig. Plug gauge
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Allocation of manufacturing
tolerances
y Unilateral system: gauge tolerance zone lies entirely

within the work tolerance zone.
y work tolerance zone becomes smaller by the sum of
the gauge tolerance.
tolerance

y Bilateral system: in this system, the GO and NO GO

gauge tolerance zones are bisected by the high and low
limits of the work tolerance zone.
Taking example as above:

y Wear allowance: GO gauges which constantly rub

against the surface of the parts in the inspection are
subjected to wear and loose their initial size.
y The size of go plug gauge is reduced while that of go
snap gauge increases.
y To increase service life of gauges wear allowance is
added to the go gauge in the direction opposite to
wear. Wear allowance is usually taken as 5% of the
work tolerance.
y Wear allowance is applied to a nominal diameter
before gauge tolerance is applied.

y Taking example of above:
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Linear measurements

Measurement of Lines & Surfaces

Some of the instruments used for the linear
measurements are:
y Rules
y Vernier
y Micrometer
y Height gauge
y Bore gauge
y Dial indicator
y Slip gauges or gauge blocks

By S K Mondal

y Bore Gauge: used for measuring bores of different

sizes ranging from small‐to‐large sizes.
y Provided with various extension arms that can be
added for different sizes.

Applications of dial indicator include:
y centering workpices to machine tool spindles
y offsetting lathe tail stocks
y aligning
li i a vice
i on a milling
illi machine
hi
y checking dimensions

y Dial indicator: Converts a linear

displacement into a radial
movement to measure over a
small range of movement for the
plunger.
y The typical least count that can be
obtained with suitable gearing
dial indicators is 0.01 mm to 0.001
mm.
y It is possible to use the dial
indicator as a comparator by
mounting it on a stand at any
suitable height.

Principle of a dial indicator

Slip Gauges or Gauge blocks:
y Used in the manufacturing shops as length standards.
y Not

to be used for regular and continuous
measurement.
y Rectangular blocks with thickness representing the
di
dimension
i off the
th block.
bl k The
Th cross‐section
ti off the
th block
bl k
is usually 32 mm x 9 mm.
y Are hardened and finished to size. The measuring
surfaces of the gauge blocks are finished to a very high
degree of finish, flatness and accuracy.
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Metric slip gauge set
y Come in sets with different number of pieces in a given

set to suit the requirements of measurements.
y A typical set consisting of 88 pieces for metric units is

shown in.
in
y To build any given dimension, it is necessary to

Example:

identify a set of blocks, which are to be put together.
y Number of blocks used should always be the smallest.

Comparators
y Comparator is another form of linear measuring

method, which is quick and more convenient for
checking large number of identical dimensions.
y During the measurement, a comparator is able to give
the deviation of the dimension from the set dimension.
y Cannot measure absolute dimension but can only
compare two dimensions.
y Highly reliable.
y To magnify the deviation, a number of principles are
used such as mechanical, optical, pneumatic and
electrical.
Fig. Principle of a comparator

Mechanical and Optical
Comparators

Mechanical Comparators
y The Mikrokator principle

greatly
magnifies
any
deviation in size so that
even
small
deviations
produce large deflections of
the pointer over the scale.

y The Eden‐Rolt Reed system uses a

pointer attached to the end of two
reeds.
reeds One reed is pushed by a
plunger, while the other is fixed. As
one reed moves relative to the other,
the pointer that they are commonly
attached to will deflect.
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Optical Comparators

Pneumatic Comparators

y These devices use a plunger to rotate a mirror. A light

beam is reflected off that mirror, and simply by the
virtue of distance, the small rotation of the mirror can
be converted to a significant translation with little
friction.

y Flow type:
y The float height is essentially proportional to the air

that escapes from the gauge head
y Master gauges are used to find calibration points on

the scales
y The

input

pressure

is

regulated

to

allow

magnification adjustment

Angular Measurement

Pneumatic Comparators

This involves the measurement of angles of tapers and
similar surfaces. The most common angular measuring
tools are:
y Bevel protractor
y Sine bar

Bevel Protractor
y Is part of the machinist's combination square.
y The flat base of the protractor helps in setting it firmly

on the workpiece and then by rotating the rule, it is
possible to measure the angle. It will typically have a
discrimination of one degree.

Fig. Combination square that includes a bevel protractor
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Sine Bar
y When a reference for a non‐square angle is required, a

sine bar can be used.
y Basically a sine bar is a bar of known length. When

gauge blocks are placed under one end, the sine bar
will tilt to a specific angle.
y Knowing the height differential of the two rollers in

alignment with the workpiece ,the angle can be
calculated using the sine formula.

Thread Measurements

y The parameters that are normally measured are:

y Threads are normally specified by the major diameter.

y Major diameter

y Though there are a large variety of threads used in

engineering, the most common thread encountered is
the metric V‐thread shown in Fig.

y Micrometer

y Pitch diameter
y Screw thread micrometer
y Wire method

y Pitch
y Screw pitch gauge
y Pitch measuring machine

y Thread form
y Optical projector

Surfaces
y No surface is perfectly smooth, but the better the

surface quality, the longer a product generally lasts,

Measurement of Surfaces

and the better is performs.
y Surface

texture

can

be

difficult

to

analyse

quantitatively.
y Two surfaces may be entirely different, yet still provide

the same CLA (Ra) value.
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y Surface geometry can be quantified a few different

y Roughness height: is the parameter with which

ways.

generally the surface finish is indicated. It is specified
either as arithmetic average value or the root mean
square value.
y Roughness width: is the distance parallel to the
nominal
within
i l part surface
f
i hi which
hi h the
h peaks
k and
d
valleys, which constitutes the predominant pattern of
the roughness.
y Roughness width cut‐off: is the maximum width of
the surface that is included in the calculation of the
roughness height.

y Real surfaces are rarely so flat, or smooth, but most

commonly a combination of the two.

y Waviness: refers to those surface irregularities that have

a greater spacing than that of roughness width.
y Determined by the height of the waviness and its
width.
y The greater the width, the smoother is the surface and
thus is more desirable.
desirable
y Lay direction: is the direction of the predominant
surface pattern produced on the workpiece by the tool
marks.
y Flaw: are surface irregularities that are present which are
random and therefore will not be considered.

Lay
Diagram

Lay

Symbol Description

Diagram

Parallel lay: Lay parallel to
the Surface. Surface is
produced
by
shaping,
planning etc.
Perpendicular lay: Lay
perpendicular
to
the
Surface. Surface is produced
by shaping and planning
Crossed lay: Lay angular in
both directions.
Surface is produced by
knurling, honing.

Symbol

Contd..
Description
Multidirectional lay: Lay
multidirectional. Surface is
produced by grinding,
lapping, super finishing.
Circular lay:
Approximately
circular
relative to the center.
Surface is produced by
facing.
Radial lay: Approximately
radial relative to the center
of the nominal surface.
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Representation of Surface Roughness

y Waviness height ‐ the distance from a peak to a valley
y Waviness width ‐ the distance between peaks or

valleys
y Roughness width cutoff ‐ a value greater than the
maximum roughness width that is the largest
separation
ti
off surface
f
irregularities
i
l iti included
i l d d in
i the
th
measurements. Typical values are (0.003”, 0.010”,
0.030”, 0.100”, 0.300”)
y Lay ‐ the direction the roughness pattern should
follow
y Stylus travel is perpendicular to the lay specified.

Roughness Grade
Number

Roughness Symbol

N12

‐

25

N11

12.5

N10

∇

6.3

N9

3.2

N8

1.6

N7

0.8

N6

0.4

N5

0.2

N4

0.1

N3

0.05

N2

0.025

N1

∇∇

∇∇∇

∇∇∇∇

Evaluation of Surface Roughness
1. Centre line average (CLA) or arithmetic mean

deviation denoted as Ra.
2. Root mean square
q
value ((Rg) : rms value
3. Maximum peak to valley roughness (hmax)
4. The average of the five highest peak and five deepst

valleys in the sample.
5. The average or leveling depth of the profile.

Determination of Mean Line
y M‐System: After

Roughness
Ra (μm)
50

Determination of Mean Line

plotting the characteristic of any
surface a horizontal line is drawn by joining two points.
This line is shifts up and down in such a way that 50%
area is above the line and 50% area is below the line

y E‐System: (Envelop System) A sphere of 25 mm

diameter is rolled over the surface and the locus of its
centre is being traced out called envelope. This envelope
is shifted in downward direction till the area above the
li is
line
i equall to
t the
th area below
b l
th line.
the
li
Thi is
This
i called
ll d
mean envelope and the system of datum is called E‐
system.
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Arithmetical Average:
y Measured for a specified area and the figures are added

y The other parameter that is used sometimes is the root

mean square value of the deviation in place of the
arithmetic average , This in expression form is

together and the total is then divided by the number of
measurements taken to obtain the mean or
arithmetical average (AA).
y It is also sometimes called the centre line average or
CLA value. This in equation form is given by

Fig. Surface roughness parameters

Methods of measuring Surface Roughness
There are a number of useful techniques for measuring
surface roughness:

Observation Methods
y Human perception is highly relative.
y To give the human tester a reference for what they are

y Observation and touch ‐ the human finger is very

perceptive to surface
f
roughness
h

touching, commercial sets of standards are available.
y Comparison

y stylus based equipment ‐ very common

should

be

made

against

matched

identical processes.

y Interferometry ‐ uses light wave interference patterns

y One method of note is the finger nail assessment of

(discussed later)

roughness and touch method.

Stylus Equipment
y uses a stylus that tracks small changes in surface

height, and a skid that follows large changes in surface
height.
y The relative motion between the skid and the stylus is
measured with a magnetic circuit and induction coils.
coils
y One example of this is the Brown & Sharpe Surfcom
unit.
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Profilometer
y measuring instrument used to measure a surface's

profile, in order to quantify its roughness.
y Vertical resolution is usually in the nanometre level,

though lateral resolution is usually poorer.

Contact profilometers

Non‐contact Profilometers

y A diamond stylus is moved vertically in contact with a

sample and then moved laterally across the sample for
a specified distance and specified contact force.
y A profilometer can measure small surface variations in
vertical stylus displacement as a function of position.
position
y The radius of diamond stylus ranges from 20
nanometres to 25 μm.

y An optical profilometer is a non‐contact method for

providing much of the same information as a stylus
p
based profilometer.
y There are many different techniques which are

currently being employed, such as laser triangulation
(triangulation sensor), confocal microscopy and digital
holography.

Advantages of optical Profilometers

Optical Flats

y Because the non‐contact profilometer does not touch

y Optical‐grade glass structures lapped and polished to

the surface the scan speeds are dictated by the light

y Used with a monochromatic light to determine the

reflected from the surface and the speed of the

flatness of other optical surfaces by interference.
y When
Wh a flat
fl t surface
f
off another
th optic
ti is
i placed
l d on the
th
optical flat, interference fringes are seen due to
interference in the tiny gap between the two surfaces.
y The spacing between the fringes is smaller where the
gap is changing more rapidly, indicating a departure
from flatness in one of the two surfaces, in a similar
way to the contour lines on a map.

acquisition electronics.
y Optical profilometers do not touch the surface and

therefore cannot be damaged by surface wear or
careless operators.

be extremely flat on one or both sides.
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y When the fringes are perfectly straight and same fringe

width for dark and bright band we conclude that the
surface is perfectly flat.
y For
the
curve around
F convex surface
f
th fringes
fi
d the
th point
i t

of contact.
y For concave surface the fringes curve away from the

point of contact.

Talysurf
y It is based upon measuring the generated noise due to

dry friction of a metallic blade which travels over the
surface under consideration.
y If the frictional force is made small enough to excite
the blade,
blade and not the entire system,
system then the noise
will be proportional to surface roughness, and
independent of the measured specimen size and
material.
y The specimen surface roughness was measured by a
widely used commercial instrument (Talysurf 10), and
the prototype transducer.
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Clinometer
y An optical device for measuring elevation angles above

horizontal.
y Compass clinometers are fundamentally just magnetic

Miscellaneous of Metrology

By S K Mondal

compasses held with their plane vertical so that a
plummet or its equivalent can point to the elevation of
the sight line.
y The clinometer can read easily and accurately angles of
elevation that would be very difficult to measure in any
other simple and inexpensive way.
y A fairly common use of a clinometer is to measure the
height of trees.

Clinometer

Autocollimator
y An optical instrument for non‐contact measurement

of angles.
y Used to align components and measure deflections in

optical or mechanical systems.
y An autocollimator works by projecting an image onto a

target mirror, and measuring the deflection of the
returned image against a scale, either visually or by
means of an electronic detector.
y A visual autocollimator can measure angles as small as
0.5 arcsecond, while an electronic autocollimator can
be up to 100 times more accurate.

y Visual autocollimators are used for lining up laser rod

Autocollimator

ends and checking the face parallelism of optical
windows and wedges.
y Electronic and digital autocollimators are used as
angle measurement standards, for monitoring angular
movement over long periods of time and for checking
angular position repeatability in mechanical systems.
y Servo autocollimators are specialized compact forms
of electronic autocollimators that are used in high
speed servo feedback loops for stable platform
applications.
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Laser Scanning Micrometer
y The LSM features a high scanning rate which allows

inspection of small workpiece even if they are fragile,
at a high temperature, in motion or vibrating.
y Applications :
y Measurement of outer dia. And roundness of
cylinder,
y Measurement of thickness of film and sheets,
y Measurement of spacing if IC chips,
y Measurement of forms,
y Measurement of gap between rollers.

McLeod gauge
y Used to measure vacuum by application of the

principle of Boyle's law.
y Works on the principle, "Compression of known

volume of low pressure gas to higher pressure and
measuring
g resulting
g volume & p
pressure,, one can
calculate initial pressure using Boyle's Law equation."
y Pressure of gases containing vapours cannot normally
measured with a McLeod gauge, for the reason that
compression will cause condensation .
y A pressure from 0.01 micron to 50 mm Hg can be
measured. Generally McLeod gauge is used for
calibration purpose.

Planimeter
y A device used for measuring the area of any plane

surface by tracing the boundary of the area.

LVDT
y Acronym for Linear Variable Differential Transformer,

a common type of electromechanical transducer that
can convert the rectilinear motion of an object to
which it is coupled mechanically into a corresponding
electrical signal.
signal
y LVDT linear position sensors are readily available that
can measure movements as small as a few millionths of
an inch up to several inches, but are also capable of
measuring positions up to ±20 inches (±0.5 m).
y A rotary variable differential transformer (RVDT)
is a type of electrical transformer used for measuring
angular displacement.
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LVDT

Tool Maker’s Microscope
An essential part of engineering inspection,
measurement and calibration in metrology labs.
Hence is used to the following:
y Examination of form tools, plate and template
gauges, punches
annular
h and
d dies,
di
l grooved
d and
d
threaded hobs etc.
y Measurement of glass graticules and other surface
marked parts.
y Elements of external thread forms of screw plug
gauges, taps, worms and similar components.
y Shallow bores and recesses.

Telescopic Gauges
y Used to measure a bore's size, by transferring the

internal dimension to a remote measuring tool.
y They are a direct equivalent of inside callipers and

require the operator to develop the correct feel to
obtain repeatable results.

Coordinate Measuring Machine
(CMM)

Advantages,

y An instrument that locates point coordinates on three

dimensional structures mainly used for quality control
applications.
y The
Th highly
hi hl sensitive
i i machine
hi measures parts down
d
to
the fraction of an inch.
y Specifically, a CMM contains many highly sensitive air
bearings on which the measuring arm floats.

y can automate inspection process
y less prone to careless errors
y allows direct feedback into computer system

Disadvantages,
Disadvantages
y Costly
y fixturing is critical
y requires a very good tolerance model
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Transport Equipment
y Transport equipment is used to move material from

one location to another (e.g., between workplaces,
between a loading dock and a storage area, etc.) within
a facility or at a site.

The major subcategories of transport equipment are:
y Conveyors: used to move materials over a fixed path
between specific points.
y Cranes: used to move materials over variable paths
within a restricted area.
y Industrial trucks: used to move materials over
variable paths, with no restrictions on the area covered
by the movement (i.e., unrestricted area).
y No equipment: Material can also be transported
manually using no equipment.

Conveyor system
y A common piece of mechanical handling equipment

that moves materials from one location to another.
y Useful in applications involving the transportation of

heavy or bulky materials.
y Allow quick and efficient transportation for a wide

variety of materials, which make them very popular in
the material handling and packaging industries.
y Many kinds of conveying systems are available, and are
used according to the various needs of different
industries.

Types of conveyors

Chute Conveyor

y Gravity roller conveyor
y Gravity skatewheel

y Pneumatic conveyor
y Belt driven live roller

conveyor
y Belt conveyor
y Wire mesh conveyors
y Plastic belt conveyors
y Bucket conveyors
y Flexible conveyor
y Vertical conveyor
y Spiral conveyor
y Vibrating conveyor

conveyors
y Chain conveyor
y Screw conveyor
y Chain driven live roller
conveyor
y Overhead conveyor
y Dust proof conveyors
y Pharmaceutical conveyors
y Automotive conveyors

y Inexpensive
y Used to link two handling devices
y Used to provide accumulation in shipping areas
y Used to convey
y items between floors
y Difficult to control position of the items
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Gravity roller conveyor

Live (Powered) Roller Conveyor

y Alternative to wheel conveyor

y Belt or chain driven

y For heavy‐duty applications

y Force‐sensitive transmission can be used to disengage

rollers for accumulation

y Slope for gravity movement depends on load weight

g loads
y For accumulating

y For accumulating loads and merging/sorting

operations
y Provides limited incline movement capabilities

Monorail conveyor

Monorail conveyor

y Unit + Overhead + Accumulate
y Overhead single track (i.e., mono‐rail) or track

network on which one or more carriers ride
y Carrier can range from a simple hook to a hoist to an
intelligent‐vehicle‐like device
y Single‐carrier, single‐track monorail similar to bridge
or gantry crane

Bucket conveyor
y Bulk + On‐Floor
y Used to move bulk materials in a vertical or inclined

path
y Buckets are attached to a cable, chain, or belt
y Buckets are automatically unloaded at the end of the
conveyor run

Belt conveyor
y Unit + On‐Floor + No Accumulate
y For transporting light‐ and medium‐weight loads

between operations, departments, levels, and
buildings
y When an incline or decline is required
y Provides considerable control over the orientation and
placement of the load.
y No smooth accumulation, merging, and sorting on the
belt
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Belt conveyor

Killed steel
Definition: The term indicates that the steel has
been completely deoxidised by the addition of an agent
such as silicon or aluminium, before casting, so that
there is practically no evolution of gas during
solidification.
solidification
y Killed steels are characterised by a high degree of
chemical homogeneity and freedom from porosity.

Transfer Machines

Dye Penetrant Inspection
y Definition: A quality control and NDE technique

y A transfer machine is an automated flow line.

used for crack detection and other discontinuities on
the surface in nonmagnetic alloys.
y After soaking in metal penetrant, the suspected part of
material
t i l to
t be
b tested
t t d is
i cleaned,
l
d dried
d i d and
d briefly
b i fl
immersed in developer.
y The penetrant will bleed to the surface indicating the
presence of an imperfection

y Work pieces are automatically transferred from station

to station, from one machine to another.
y Operations are performed sequentially.
y Ideally, work stations perform the operation(s)

simultaneously on separate work‐pieces, with the
number of parts equal to the number of stations. Each
time the machine cycles, a part is completed.

Screw‐Thread Standardization
y The size listings of metric threads start with " M and

continue with the outside diameter in millimeters.
y Most ISO metric thread sizes come in coarse, medium,

and fine pitches.
y When a coarse thread is designated,
g
, it is not necessaryy

to spell out the pitch.
y Example: A coarse 10‐mm‐OD thread is called out as

"M 12." This thread has a pitch of 1.75 mm, but the
pitch may be omitted from the callout.
y A fine 12‐mm‐OD thread is available. It has a 1.25‐mm
pitch and must be designated "M 12 x 1.25." An extra
fine 12‐mm‐OD thread having a 0.75‐mm pitch would
receive the designation "M 12 x 0.75.”
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Introduction
y Jigs and fixtures are devices that are used for

Jigs and Fixtures

production of repeated parts essentially for mass
production.
y Functionality of Jigs or fixtures:
y Locating
L ti
y Clamping
y Supporting
y Resistance to cutting forces
y Safety

By S K Mondal

Jig

Fixtures

y Both jigs and fixtures hold, support, and locate the

y Both jigs and fixtures hold, support, and locate the

work piece.

work piece.

y A jig also guides the cutting tool.

y A fixture has a reference point for setting the cutting

tool with reference to the work piece.

Design considerations for Jigs
and Fixtures

Purpose of using Fixtures and Jigs
y Eliminate

marking,
punching,
positioning,
alignments etc.
y Easy, quick and accurate locating, supporting and
clamping the blank.
y Guide
G id the
th cutting
tti tool
t l like
lik drill,
d ill reamer etc.
t
y Increase productivity and maintain product quality.
y Reduce operator’s labour and skill requirement
y Enhancing technological capacity of the machine
tools
y Reduce overall machining cost and increase
interchangeability.

y Jigs and fixtures are manually or partially power

operated devices. comprised of several elements :
y Base and body or frame with clamping features
y Locating elements for proper positioning and
orientation of the blank
y Supporting surfaces and base
y Clamping elements
y Tool guiding frame and bushes (for jig)
y Auxiliary elements
y Fastening parts
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3‐2‐1 Locating Principle
y A workpiece, just like any free solid body, has six

degrees of freedom (some researchers have referred
this to the twelve degrees of freedom by considering
the +/‐ movements in each category)
y For locating it is necessary to arrest all these six degrees
of freedom to ensure the mechanical stability.
y A single locator in Plane 1 would arrest the linear
motion along the X‐axis.
y A second locator in the same plane would arrest the
rotary motion about the Z‐axis.
y Another locator placed in the same plane would arrest
the rotary motion about the Y‐axis.

Fig. Major elements of jig and fixtures

y Adding one more locator in Plane 1 would not serve any

purpose.
y So fourth locator is placed in Plane 2 which is

perpendicular to Plane 1. This would restrict the linear
motion along the Y‐axis.
y The fifth locator is placed in the Plane 2 which can
arrest the rotational motion about the X‐axis.
y The sixth locator placed in Plane 2 would not serve any
purpose.
y So, sixth locator is placed in Plane 3 which is
perpendicular both the planes 1 and 2. This would
arrest the linear motion along the Z‐axis.

Fig. A
componentt with
ith
six locators

Considering 12 DOF

Points to ponder

y You must fix all the 12 degrees of freedom except the three

transitional degrees of freedom (‐X, ‐Y and ‐Z) in order to
locate the work piece in the fixture. So, 9 degrees of
freedom of the work piece need to be fixed.
y Rest the work piece on three non‐collinear points of the
bottom surface (XY),
(XY) and you will be able to fix
the +Z, CROT‐X, ACROT‐X, CROT‐Y and ACROT‐
Y degrees of freedom.
y Now, rest the work piece at two points of side surface (XZ),
and you will be able to fix the +Y and ACROT‐Z degrees of
freedom.
y Now, rest the work piece at one point of the adjacent
surface (YZ), and you will be able to fix the +X and CROT‐
Z degrees of freedom.

y When more than one locator is placed on a surface

(plane), they should be distributed as far apart as
possible on the surface.
y While selecting the surface for the largest locators,

consideration should be given to the largest area of the
workpiece.
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Different methods used for Location
y Flat Locator : Used for location of flat machined

y Cylindrical Locators: Used for locating components

having drilled holes.
y The cylindrical component to be located is gripped by a

surfaces of the component.

cylindrical locator fitted to the jig’s body and inserted
in the drilled hole of the component.

y Conical Locator : Used for locating the workpieces

having cylindrical hole.

y Jack Pin Locator : Used for supporting rough

workpieces.
y It is superior as it has a capacity to accommodate a

slight variation in the hole diameter of the component
without affecting
g the accuracy of location.

y Drill Bush Locator : Used for holding and locating

cylindrical workpieces.

y The bush has conical opening for locating purpose

and it is sometimes screwed on the jig’s body for
the adjustment of height of the work.

yA

suitable

method

to

accommodate

the

components which are rough and un‐machined.
un machined

y Vee Locators: Quick and effective method of locating

the workpiece.
y Used for locating the circular and semi‐circular type of

workpieces.
workpieces
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Diamond Pin Locator
y Diamond pins are often used for radial location .
y One cylindrical locator (Pin A) arrests five degrees of

freedom, second cylindrical locator at the position B
will arrest the sixth degree of freedom.
yp
y If the two holes are identical in size then any
pin can be
made the principal locator. However, if one of the holes
is larger then the principal locator will be placed in the
larger hole.
y The second locator is made slightly smaller than the
hole and relieved from both sides to take care of the
variation in the X direction. The cylindrical surfaces
will locate the part in the Y direction.

Ejectors
y Used to remove work from close‐fitting locators, such

as full nests or ring nests.
y These devices speed up the unloading of the part from

the tool, which reduces the in‐tool time and increases
the production rate.
rate

Clamping

Strap Clamps

y To restrain the workpiece completely a clamping device

y Based upon the lever principles to amplify the

is required.
y Holds the workpiece securely in a jig or fixture against

the forces applied over it during on operation.
y Device should be incorporated into the fixture, proper

clamp in a fixture directly influence the accuracy and
quality of the work done and production cycle time.

clamping force required.
y By tightening the stud the clamping force is transferred

to the part.
y Heel
H l pin
i is
i the
th fulcrum
f l
about
b t which
hi h the
th lever
l
acts
t while
hil
the clamping force is applied at the stud by tightening
the screw.
y The actual amplification of the applied force depends
upon the distance between the stud and the heel pin
(B), and that between the stud and the part (A).
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Screw Clamps
y A much faster way of applying clamping is to make use

of either a swing washer or a cee‐washer if the
workpiece has a bore for clamping.
y A swing washer can be used to clamp a part having a
hole.
hole
y This helps in loading and unloading the part quickly.
y The only condition is that the hole used for clapping
should be larger than the nut used for clamping.
y A cee‐washer is similar to a swing washer, which
remains loose unlike a swing washer. Other‐wise,
application is very similar.

Cam Clamps
y Provide clamping force because of the contour of the cam
y
y
y
y

surface that comes into contact with the plate used for the
clamping.
Plate is pushed down by the cam against the spring
pressure to hold the part in place.
Cam clamps are quick in operation.
Cam
clamps
are off three
types, eccentric
C
l
h
i cam, flat
fl spiral
i l
cam and cylindrical cam.
The design shown in Fig. is flat spiral and is the most
commonly used clamp.
Fig. A cam clamp used
for quick and easy
clamping a part

Fig. A swing washer used for
clamping a part with hole

Toggle Clamps

y The design shown is indirect pressure clamping where

the pressure is transmit to the part through the plate.
This is more stable and the vibrations during
machining do not affect the a part clamping.

y A toggle clamp is a quick acting mechanical linkage where

two of the elements make up a toggle action.
y Toggle clamps are mainly used because of their fast action

for clamping and unclamping, their ability to completely
clear the work piece and the force Fixture amplification
possible for clamping.
clamping

Fig. A push‐pull
type toggle
clamp

Fig. An example of a
fixture held by a cam
clamp
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Equalizers
y When the clamping force is to be applied at more than

one location then an equalizing clamp is useful. In this
type of clamp the link arm system is being used to
apply an equally divided clamping force to a pair of
clamps acting on the same component. It is also
possible to use this system of clamping to clamp two
parts.
y This is particularly useful in a condition where the
operator may be denied easy access to one or other of
the clamps.
Fig. An equalizing clamp

Jigs and Fixtures
Q. No

Option

Q. No

Option

1

C

6

C

2

D

7

D

3

B

8

D

4

B

9

C

5

C
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